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XII. Appendices 
 

AngloGold Ashanti 
 

A. Human Rights Watch letter to AngloGold Ashanti, October 21, 2004 
 
Dr. Charl Du Plessis 
Managing Director Geology Africa  
AngloGold Ashanti 
Goldfields House 
Accra, Ghana 
Via Fax  
 
Dear Mr. Du Plessis: 
 
Human Rights Watch is preparing a report on the human rights situation in the district 
of Ituri, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) with a specific focus on the links 
between the trade in gold by armed groups and abuses of human rights.  Human Rights 
Watch is an independent, nongovernmental organization that since 1978 has conducted 
investigations of human rights abuses throughout the world.  As you may be aware we 
have to date published two detailed reports on the widespread human rights abuses in 
Ituri as well as numerous other reports, articles and press releases on the situation in the 
DRC.  
 
We have been in regular contact with representatives from AngloGold Ashanti in the 
DRC and Uganda to discuss the economic and security situation in Ituri, as well as our 
continued concerns about human rights abuses.  During these meetings representatives 
from your organization have outlined to us AngloGold Ashanti’s plans for exploration 
and exploitation of the gold deposits in Concession 40 around the town of Mongbwalu.  
We would be grateful for any updated information you might be able to provide on 
current plans for exploration and exploitation of the gold in Concession 40. 
 
We also have a number of additional questions and points of clarification and would 
welcome any information on the issues specifically raised below.  In the interests of 
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balanced and fair reporting, we strive to reflect all perspectives in our research and 
publications and look forward to your response. 
 
Attached are questions regarding AngloGold Ashanti’s contractual relationship with 
OKIMO in the DRC, legal disputes with the Congo state, access to Mongbwalu and 
Concession 40, and questions about policies pursued by AngloGold Ashanti to ensure 
respect for human rights. We would appreciate any information you care to supply.  
Your response will be taken into account in our forthcoming report.  In light of our 
publishing schedule, we would be grateful to receive your response by November 20, 
2004.  
 
Please send any information to the Human Rights watch office in London at 2 – 12 
Pentonville Road, London, N1 9HF or by fax on 44 207 713 1800.   
 
Thank you very much.  I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Anneke Van Woudenberg 
Senior Researcher 
Human Rights Watch 
 
CC:  Mr. Ashley Lassen, AngloGold Ashanti Representative Uganda 
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B. Fax from AngloGold Ashanti, December 7, 2004 
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C. Human Rights Watch letter to AngloGold Ashanti, December 8, 2004 
 
Steven Lenahan 
Executive Office, Corporate Affairs 
AngloGold Ashanti 
11 Diagonal Street, Johannesburg 
Via Fax 
 
Dear Mr. Lenahan, 
 
Thank you for your letter of December 7, 2004 responding to our queries on AngloGold 
Ashanti’s operations in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC).  We are just in the 
process of completing the final edits on our report and your information came just in 
time.  
 
We wanted to clarify one paragraph of your response to Human Rights Watch.  In Part 
C on page 2 of your response, you stated that AGK representatives had discussions with 
government officials in October 2004.  IN various discussions Human Rights Watch 
held with AngloGold Ashanti representatives in DRC and Uganda, they indicated that 
such discussions had taken place in 2003.  We would appreciate clarification from you 
on whether it was October 2003 or 2004.   
 
We would also be grateful if you could clarify the response of each of the individuals you 
met with – namely the Ministers of Mines and Planning, Mr. W. Swing of MONUC and 
DRC Presidents Ruberwa and Bemba – on your intentions to access Concession 40 and 
whether any such responses were in writing.  
 
Again, we would appreciate any information you care to supply.  In light of our 
publishing schedule, we would be grateful to receive your response by next week at the 
latest.  
 
Thank you very much.  I look forward to hearing from you.  
Sincerely, 
 
Anneke van Woudenberg 
Senior Researcher, Human Rights Watch
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D. Fax from AngloGold Ashanti, December 13, 2004 
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E. Human Rights Watch letter to AngloGold Ashanti, April 13, 2005 
 
Mr. Steven Lenahan 
Executive Officer, Corporate Affairs 
AngloGold Ashanti 
11 Diagonal Street 
Johannesburg, South Africa  
Via Fax   
 
Dear Mr. Lenahan: 
 
Thank you again for your previous correspondence with Human Rights Watch dated 
December 7, 2004 and December 13, 2004.  As you know, Human Rights Watch is 
preparing a report on the human rights situation in the district of Ituri, Democratic 
Republic of Congo (DRC) with a specific focus on the links between the trade in gold by 
armed groups and abuses of human rights.   
 
Since our last correspondence, new information about the situation in Ituri has been 
brought to the attention of Human Rights Watch.  Attached below are specific questions 
relating to this new information.  We would be grateful for any additional comments and 
clarification from you on the issues raised.  As we have mentioned in our previous 
correspondence, in the interests of balanced and fair reporting, we strive to reflect all 
perspectives in our research and publications. Your response will be taken into account 
in our forthcoming report.   
 
We would be grateful for any information you care to provide.  As we are now in the 
final stages of our report preparation, we would appreciate a response by April 20, 2005.   
Please send any information to by fax to Human Rights Watch in London on 44 207 713 
1800.   
 
Thank you very much.  I look forward to hearing from you. 
Sincerely, 
 
Anneke Van Woudenberg 
Senior Researcher 
Human Rights Watch 
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To: AngloGold Ashanti  
From: Human Rights Watch 
Date: April 13, 2005  
Subject: Mining Operations in Ituri, DRC   
 
We would appreciate any information, comment or clarification you wish to provide on 
the following questions:  
 
1. Human Rights Watch researchers have  received allegations that AngloGold 
Ashanti paid taxes to the Front for National Integration (FNI) including: (a) an $8,000 
safety tax in January 2005, (b) taxes on incoming cargo at six US cents per kilogram, (c) 
taxes on personnel arriving at the Mongbwalu airport and (d) other taxes, fees and small 
items.  We would appreciate your comments and further clarification on these payments.   
 
2. We would also welcome additional clarification on the advice (if any) received 
from the local District Commissioner on the payment of the taxes mentioned above and 
whether any previous or subsequent payments have been made by AngloGold Ashanti 
to the FNI. 
 
3. Human Rights Watch has received allegations that Floribert Njabu’s house and 
that of other senior FNI leaders in Mongbwalu has been provided by AngloGold 
Ashanti.  Could you please comment on this allegation. 
 
4. Human Rights Watch has been informed that on March 7, 2003 the 
representative of Ashanti Goldfields in Kinshasa, Mr. Trevor Schultz, participated in a 
board meeting with the joint venture partner OKIMO to discuss the relaunching of 
operations in Mongbwalu.  Could you please confirm this meeting and its outcomes. 
 
5. The United Nations Group of Experts on the arms embargo in the DRC stated 
in their report of January 25, 2005 that “AGA [AngloGold Ashanti] find themselves in 
an ambiguous position vis-à-vis the arms embargo.”  They added that “although AGA is 
compelled to abide by FNI rules if it is to operate, AGA could arguably be in violation 
of the arms embargo through its direct payment and assistant to an embargoed party.”  
We would appreciate your comment on this statement.  
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6. While conducting research in Mongbwalu, Human Rights Watch researchers 
received allegations that AngloGold Ashanti used consultants to liaise directly and 
frequently with FNI officials.  Could you please comment on such allegations.  
 
7. In your letter to December 7, 2004 to Human Rights Watch, AngloGold 
Ashanti stated it had “no working or other relationship with the FNI” which appears 
inconsistent with other information provided in the same letter that in late 2003 and 
again in March, May, July and September 2004 AGK officials met with FNI 
representatives.  We would welcome your comments on this contradiction. 
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F. E-mail from AngloGold Ashanti, April 27, 2005 
Email addresses withheld 
 
Subject: Response to Questions Regarding AngloGold Ashanti Kilo 
From: Steve Lenahan 
Date: Wed, 27 Apr 2005 08:12:27 +0200 
To: Anneke van Woudenberg 
 
Dear Ms Van Woudenberg and Ms Parsons 
 
Thank you for your letter of 13 April, 2005.  I apologise for the time taken to respond 
but, as I had a trip to the DRC scheduled, I thought it better to delay responding until I 
had had the benefit of visiting Bunia and Mongbwalu. 
 
I have answered your questions in the order that you presented them in as much detail 
as I hope will be helpful.  I do not at this time have a response for you to your question 
regarding the March 7, 2003 meeting, but will get back to you on this issue. 
 
1.       Human Rights Watch researchers have received allegations that AngloGold Ashanti paid taxes 
to the Front for National Integration (FNI) including: (a) an $8.000 safety tax in January 2005.  (b) 
taxes on incoming cargo at six US cents per kilogram.  (c) taxes on personnel arriving at the 
Mongbwalu airport and (d) other taxes, fees and small items.  We would appreciate your comments and 
further clarification on these payments. 
 
a.       In January 2005, AngloGold Ashanti staff in Mongbwalu were approached by FNI 
operatives, who demanded that the company provide the FNI with $8,000 to allow a 
delegation to travel to Kinshasa for meetings with Government and other political 
organizations.  The request was initially refused but, after it became clear that the safety 
of the staff and the company’s assets were at risk, and on the advice of the Bunia 
District Commissioner, the local staff acceded to the request and, under protest and 
duress, gave the FNI representatives the $8,000 demanded.    The incident was 
confirmed with the District Commissioner and reported to OKIMO with a request that 
the information be passed on to MONUC.  This payment was never approved by 
executive management at AngloGold Ashanti and, while payments of this kind are not 
consistent with AngloGold Ashanti’s business principles, the decision by the local staff 
to comply with the demand was taken at that time in the interests of their personal safety 
and with the knowledge of appropriate agencies. 
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b.       Until September 2004, there had been a common practice in Mongbwalu of 
paying to the FNI, on its instruction, a levy of 6 US cents per kilogram on all goods 
arriving at the local airport.  Because of the insignificant quantity of freight which the 
company had been bringing onto the site, this practice had not come to the attention of 
the company’s officials in Kinshasa until September.  However, when management was 
informed of the practice and the fact that it contravened the provisions of the UN 
Resolution, it was discontinued. 
 
c.       We are not aware of a practice of paying a tax on personnel arriving at the 
Mongbwalu airstrip. 
 
d.       We are not aware of the payment of any further taxes, fees or small items. 
 
2.       We would also welcome additional clarification on the advice (if any) received from the local 
District Commissioner on the payment of the taxes mentioned above and whether any previous or 
subsequent payments have been made to AngloGold Ashanti to the FNI. 
 
As we note in response to your question 1a, when we sought the view of the District 
Commissioner in Bunia, she gave us the advice that we should comply with the demand 
of the FNI with respect to the payment of $8,000. 
 
No further payments have been made by AngloGold Ashanti to the FNI or any other 
militia group. 
 
3.       Human Rights Watch has received allegations that Floribert Njabu’s house and that of other 
senior FNI leaders in Mongbwalu has been provided by AngloGold Ashanti.  Could you please 
comment on this allegation. 
 
There are a number of houses on land adjacent to the AngloGold Ashanti exploration 
camp in Mongbwalu which were previously occupied by employees of the 
Kimin/OKIMO joint venture, from which company AngloGold Ashanti acquired the 
property.  These houses were unoccupied until 2004, when members of the FNI took 
occupation of several of them, without either seeking our permission or receiving our 
approval.  One of these houses was, we understand, occupied by the FNI leader, 
Ndjabu. 
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4.       Human Rights Watch has been informed that on March 7, 2003 the representative of Ashanti 
Goldfields in Kinshasa, Mr Trevor Schultz, participated in a board meeting with the joint venture 
partner OKIMO to discuss the relaunching of operations in Mongbwalu.  Could you please confirm this 
meeting and its outcomes. 
 
I will revert to you on this issue. 
 
5.       The United Nations Group of Experts on the arms embargo in the DRC stated in their report 
of January 25, 2005 that, “AGA (AngloGold Ashanti) find themselves in an ambiguous position vis-
à-vis the arms of embargo”.  They added that “although AGA is compelled to abide by FNI rules it is 
to operate, AGA could arguably be in violation of the arms embargo through its direct payments and 
assistant to an embargoed party”.  We would appreciate your comment on this statement. 
 
As we noted in our response to the United Nations Group of Experts, we do not agree 
that AngloGold Ashanti has acted intentionally in any way that could be considered to 
be in violation of the embargo. There has been no intention on the part of AngloGold 
Ashanti to violate the embargo either acting by itself or in concert with any party. 
 
6.       While conducting research in Mongbwalu, Human Rights Watch researchers received allegations 
that AngloGold Ashanti used consultants to liaise directly and frequently with FNI officials.  Could 
you please comment on such allegations. 
 
AngloGold Ashanti employs agents and consultants to assist in the conduct of its affairs 
in the DRC.  However, the company has not employed consultants to act on its behalf 
in dealing with the FNI.  Where there has been unavoidable contact with the FNI, we 
have sought to ensure that any such contact took place directly between ourselves and 
the militia group and that any such contact was transparent. 
 
7.       In your letter of December 7, 2004 to Human Rights Watch, AngloGold Ashanti stated it had 
“no working or other relationship with FNI” which appears inconsistent with other information 
provided in the same letter that in late 2003 and again in March, May, July and September 2004 
AGK officials met with FNI representatives.  We would welcome your comments on this contradiction. 
 
We do not believe that our comments have been contradictory.  It is not the policy or 
practice of this company to seek to establish continuous, working relationships with 
militia groups in conflict zones.  There have been circumstances in the recent past in the 
DRC where contact between our management and the FNI has been unavoidable and, 
in those cases, we have attempted to keep the contact to a minimum and have ensured 
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that the meetings and their outcomes are communicated with all interested parties.  In 
carrying on our business in the DRC we have, however, persistently made and 
maintained contact with the Government, both through our partners, OKIMO, and 
directly with Government officials and military, political and logistical officials of 
MONUC, in both Bunia and Mongbwalu. 
 
I trust that our answers address your concerns and confirm our willingness to address 
any further queries you may have.  I would add that we would be quite willing to discuss 
these and related issues with you and your colleagues in person, which we think would 
be a more constructive means of both addressing any remaining concerns which you 
might have and affording us the opportunity of describing our experiences and approach 
to operating under these and similar circumstances in various locations around the 
world. 
 
Sincerely 
 
Steven Lenahan 
Executive Officer - Corporate Affairs 
AngloGold Ashanti Ltd 
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G. AngloGold Ashanti Mission and Values 
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Metalor Technologies S.A. 
 

A. Human Rights Watch letter to Metalor, December 8, 2004 
 
Metalor Technologies S.A. 
Dr Scott Morrison 
Head of Operating Refining Division 
Marin, Switzerland 
Via Fax 
 
Dear Dr. Morrison: 
 
Human Rights Watch is preparing a report on the human rights situation in the district 
of Ituri, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) with a specific focus on the links 
between the trade in gold by armed groups and abuses of human rights.  Human Rights 
Watch is an independent, nongovernmental organization that since 1978 has conducted 
investigations of human rights abuses throughout the world.  We have to date published 
two detailed reports on the widespread human rights abuses in north-eastern DRC as 
well as numerous other reports, articles and press releases.   
 
We would be grateful for information you could provide on the gold trade from Uganda 
to Switzerland. Based on research conducted by Human Rights Watch in Uganda and 
export statistics from the Ugandan government, we understand that much of the gold 
exported from Uganda originates from the DRC and is destined for Switzerland. We 
would be grateful for information you might be able to provide on your suppliers in 
Uganda and whether the gold Metalor Technologies purchases from these suppliers 
originates in the DRC.  
 
We also have a number of additional questions and points of clarification and would 
welcome any information on the issues specifically raised below.  In the interests of 
balanced and fair reporting, we strive to reflect all perspectives in our research and 
publications and look forward to your response. 
 
Attached are questions regarding Metalor Technologies purchases of gold from Ugandan 
based companies and questions about policies pursued by Metalor on monitoring your 
supply chain, in particular with respect for human rights. We would appreciate any 
information you care to supply.  Your response will be taken into account in our 
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forthcoming report.  In light of our publishing schedule, we would be grateful to receive 
your written response by January 7, 2004.  
 
In the meantime, myself and a colleague, Alex Vines, will be traveling to Switzerland on 
December 22, 2004 and would appreciate an opportunity to meet with you or other 
members of your staff to discuss these issues further.  Please let me know if this is 
convenient for you. 
 
Thank you very much.  I look forward to hearing from you. 
Sincerely, 
 
Anneke Van Woudenberg 
Senior Researcher 
Human Rights Watch 
 
 
 
To: Metalor Technologies S.A.  
From: Human Rights Watch 
Date: December 8, 2004   
Subject: Gold Purchases from Uganda or the DRC   
 
A.  Purchases from Ugandan Based Gold Exporting companies  
 
Human Rights Watch has received information that Metalor Technologies purchased 
gold from two Ugandan based exporting companies:  Uganda Commercial Impex Ltd 
and Machanga Ltd., both based in Kampala.  We would be grateful if you could confirm 
this information and indicate the length of your relationship with each of these 
companies, the amount of gold you purchase from each one annually, and whether these 
companies continue to act as your suppliers.   
 
B.  Supply Chain  
 
Human Rights Watch has been informed that the vast majority of gold traded from 
Uganda originates from north-eastern parts of the DRC, as confirmed by low local 
production of gold in Uganda itself and the high export of gold from the country as 
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published in official Ugandan statistics. Could you please clarify the origin of the gold 
you purchase from Ugandan based traders.   
 
Specifically, we would welcome clarification on the followings points:  
 
1. If you have carried out checks with your suppliers in Uganda to determine the 
origin of the gold they purchased.  If yes, when and how were these checks carried out 
and what was the result. 
2. If you have carried out checks with your suppliers in Uganda to determine the 
legality of their purchases of gold.  If yes, when and how were such checks carried out 
and what was the result. 
  
C.  Ensuring Respect for Human Rights 
 
We would appreciate information about the policies Metalor Technologies has adopted 
regarding respect for human rights by those in your supply chain from whom you 
purchase gold.  We understand that Metalor Technologies recently enacted a landmark 
compliance and monitoring program in your organization.  We would welcome any 
information you care to supply on how this program is being implemented in your 
supply chain, particularly with regard to your suppliers from Uganda.  
 
Specifically, we would welcome your responses to the following questions: 
 
1. What steps has Metalor Technologies taken to ensure its purchases of gold from 
Uganda do not in any way support armed groups operating in the DRC?  
2. What conditions, if any, has Metalor Technologies placed on gold suppliers in 
Uganda to determine they do not trade with groups of individuals who carry out human 
rights abuses in the DRC?  
3. What checks has Metalor Technologies undertaken to ensure that its gold 
purchases do not in any way contribute to groups or individuals who carry out human 
rights abuses in the DRC?  
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B. Fax from Metalor, December 17, 2004 
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C. Letter from Human Rights Watch to Metalor, January 13, 2005 
 
Metalor Technologies S.A. 
Dr Scott Morrison 
Avenue du Vignoble 
CH-2009 Neuchâtel 
Via Fax 
 
Dear Dr. Morrison: 
 
Thank you for your fax dated December 17, 2004 in which you responded to some of 
the Human Rights Watch queries concerning your company’s trade with Ugandan gold 
suppliers.  
 
As mentioned in our previous correspondence, Human Rights Watch is preparing a 
report on the human rights situation in the district of Ituri, Democratic Republic of 
Congo (DRC) with a specific focus on the links between the trade in gold by armed 
groups and abuses of human rights.  Based on information we have received we 
understand that the vast majority of gold traded from Uganda originates from north-
eastern parts of the DRC and that your company purchases gold from Uganda. 
 
An important principle of our work is balanced and fair reporting which we seek to 
reflect in all our research and publications.  Your earlier response to our queries was very 
helpful in highlighting the general principles your company abides by and the assurances 
you require from your suppliers on how they acquired their goods.  However, we would 
be grateful for further clarification on checks your company carried out on two suppliers 
which we understand you trade with: Uganda Commercial Impex Ltd. and Machanga 
Ltd., both based in Kampala, Uganda.  
 
The questions we have in relation to these two suppliers are attached.  We would 
appreciate any information you care to provide.  Your response will be taken into 
account in our forthcoming report.  We are now in the final stages of our publishing 
schedule and so would appreciate receiving your written response by January 21, 2005.   
 
In the meantime, I will be in Switzerland in the coming ten days and would appreciate an 
opportunity to meet with you or other members of your staff to discuss these issues 
further.  Please let me know what day would be convenient for you. 
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Thank you very much and I look forward to hearing from you.  
Sincerely, 
 
Anneke Van Woudenberg 
Senior Researcher 
Human Rights Watch 
 
  
To: Metalor Technologies S.A.  
From: Human Rights Watch 
Date: January 13, 2004   
Subject: Gold Purchases from Uganda or the DRC   
 
A.  Supply Chain  
Human Rights Watch has received information that Metalor Technologies purchased 
gold from two Ugandan based exporting companies:  Uganda Commercial Impex Ltd. 
and Machanga Ltd.  You mentioned in you previous correspondence that you require 
assurances from your suppliers on the legality and origin of the goods you purchase. 
Could you please clarify the checks you carried out with regard to these two suppliers.  
 
Specifically, we would welcome clarification on the following points:  
 
1. When you carried out checks with the two suppliers mentioned above to 
determine the origin of the gold they purchased.  How were these checks carried out and 
what was the result. 
2. When you carried out checks with the two suppliers mentioned above to 
determine whether they were the beneficial owners of the goods and that their goods 
had been acquired legally.  How were such checks carried out and what was the result. 
3. When you carried out checks with the two suppliers mentioned above to ensure 
they bought goods from others who were the legitimate owners of the goods and 
brought evidence to that effect. How were the checks carried out, what evidence was 
presented and what was the result.  
4. When you carried out checks to the two suppliers mentioned above to ensure all 
necessary means had been taken to prohibit  the trade of goods of unlawful origin.  How 
were such checks carried out and what was the result. 
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5. When you carried out checks with the two suppliers mentioned above to ensure 
the goods they imported from DRC were in compliance with the legislation of the DRC.  
How were such checks carried out and what was the result. 
  
B.  Ensuring Respect for Human Rights 
 
We would appreciate information about the policies Metalor Technologies has adopted 
regarding respect for human rights by those in your supply chain from whom you 
purchase gold. 
 
Specifically, we would welcome your responses to the following questions in relation to 
Uganda Commercial Impex Ltd. and Machanga Ltd.: 
 
1. What steps has Metalor Technologies taken to ensure its purchases of gold from 
these Ugandan suppliers do not in any way, even indirectly, benefit armed groups 
operating in the DRC?  
2. What conditions, if any, has Metalor Technologies placed on these gold 
suppliers in Uganda to determine they do not trade with groups of individuals who carry 
out human rights abuses in the DRC?  
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D. E-mail from Metalor, February 1, 2005 
 
Subject: Human Rights Watch Letter 
From: Irene Froehlich 
Date: Tue, 1 Feb 2005 18:06:00 +0100 
To: Anneke van Woudenberg 
 
Dear Mrs Van Woudenberg, 
 
We acknowledge receipt of your fax message of January 13, 2005. 
 
The checks we carry out on our gold suppliers and the origin of the goods provided by 
them are those imposed on us by the Swiss federal law on money laundering. Due 
diligence is carried out by all reasonable and lawful available means (such as 
governmental bodies, official institutions, diplomatic representations, financial 
information providers, registries of commerce, etc.). 
 
As indicated in our earlier correspondence, we are afraid that we cannot provide you, 
nor any third party, with information as to the identity of our suppliers or the details of 
our transactions without the approval of our suppliers. 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 
On behalf of Mr Scott Morrison 
Irène Froehlich 
CEO Assistant, Metalor Technologies SA 
 

 
 
 
E. Letter from Metalor, April 14, 2005 
 
Letter from Dr. Scott Morrison to Anneke van Woudenberg on April 14, 2005.  
Information confidential at the request and not for publication at the request of Metalor 
Technologies.  Letter on file at Human Rights Watch.   


